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Recoil-induced effects in absorptive optical bistability
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We present an analysis of absorptive optical bistability in a system of cold atoms enclosed in a bidirectional
ring cavity. This analysis is carried out using a system of equations that extends the so-called Maxwell-Bloch
model to self-consistently include atomic center-of-mass motion. The analysis predicts an instability resulting
in the simultaneous generation of an atomic density grating and a coherently backscattered radiation field. The
formation of the density grating arises from a modulation of the radiation pressure forces exerted on the atoms.
A consequence of this instability is that the lower transmission branch of the usual bistability curve, where
atomic motion is neglected, can become unstable and the system switches to the upper transmission branch
destroying the bistability.

PACS number~s!: 42.65.Pc, 32.80.Lg, 42.50.Vk
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I. INTRODUCTION

An optical system which exhibits two steady transmiss
states for the same input intensity is said to be optica
bistable. In this paper we investigate the mean-field theor
optical bistability~OB! of an absorbing system of two-leve
atoms enclosed in a bidirectional ring cavity. In contrast
previous analyses of absorptive OB@1,2# we include the
atomic center-of-mass motion, which is allowed to evolve
a self-consistent way under the action of the counterpro
gating radiation fields within the cavity.

To the authors’ knowledge, previous works have only a
proximated the effects of atomic motion through an inhom
geneous broadening of the atomic transition@3#. Such ther-
mal effects do not require a detailed description of
atomic positions and momenta.

In this paper we consider a sample of initially cold atom
It is shown that when the center-of-mass dynamics of
atoms are described self-consistently, the system is unst
This instability simultaneously and spontaneously gener
an atomic density grating and a radiation field coheren
backscattered by it from the incident pump field. The form
tion of the density grating is induced by a modulated pot
tial resulting from the interference of the scattered and in
dent fields. The modulation is a consequence of the nonlin
absorption of the atoms in the standing wave produced
the counterpropagating radiation fields which induces
population difference grating with a period of half the rad
tion wavelength. The effects of the additional backscatte
field and the density grating are shown to have a signific
influence on the bistable properties of the ring cavity syste

II. MODEL

A schematic of the ring cavity system considered here
shown in Fig. 1. We now outline the derivation of the set
equations used to describe the atom-field interaction wi
the cavity. These equations extend the so-called Maxw
Bloch model @4# to self-consistently include the atom
center-of-mass motion. These equations describe a w
range of radiation-atom interactions, e.g., they have b
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used to describe a self-cooling mechanism in a stron
driven atomic system@5#.

We define the counterpropagating pump and probe ra
tion electric fields as E(z,t)5@E1(z,t)ei (k1z2v1t)

1E2(z,t)e2 i (k2z1v2t)1c.c.#ê, whereê is a unit vector trans-
verse to the propagation axisẑ and subscripts 1, 2 refer to th
probe and pump, respectively. The evolution of the den
matrix elementsrmn , (m,n51•••2) describes the interna
evolution of each atom. The off-diagonal elements (r21

5r12* ) describe the polarization as induced by the pump a
the probe fields. The dipole moment is then given byd
5m(r121r12* )ê wherem is the dipole matrix element. The
off-diagonal elements of the density matrix may be writt
conveniently as a sum of two polarization waves, i.e.,r12
5S1(z,t)ei (k1z2v1t)1S2(z,t)e2 i (k2z1v2t). We define D as
half the population difference between the lower~1! and up-
per ~2! states, so thatD5(r112r22)/2 andDeq is the equi-
librium value in the absence of the fields. Here we setDeq

50.5 so that the atoms relax to their ground state.
Use of the definitions above in the Bloch equations d

scribing the two-level atomic system, the equation for t
force on thej th atom,Fzj

5(d•]E/]z)uz5zj
, and the Max-

well wave equation yield the following set of coupled scal
differential equations@5#:

dS̃1 j

d t̄
5F2G'1 i S D2

pj

2 D G S̃1 j
22rÃ1D j , ~1!

dS2 j

d t̄
5F2G'1 i S D1

pj

2 D GS2 j
22rA2D j , ~2!

dDj

d t̄
52G i~D j2Deq!1r@S̃1 j

~Ã1* 1A2* eiu j !

1S2 j
~Ã1* e2 iu j1A2* !1c.c.#, ~3!
©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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du j

d t̄
5pj , ~4!

dpj

d t̄
52~Ã1S̃1 j

* 2A2S2 j
* 1Ã1S2 j

* eiu j

2A2S̃1 j
* e2 iu j1c.c.!, ~5!

dÃ1

d t̄
5^S̃1&1^S2e2 iu&1 idÃ12k1~Ã12Ã1

eq!, ~6!

dA2

d t̄
5^S2&1^S̃1eiu&2k2~A22A2

eq!, ~7!

where the general dependent variablesX[X( t̄ ), X̃[Xeid t̄

and A1,252 iA2e0 /n\vrE1,2, r5(vm2n/2e0v r
2\)1/3,

p5M (vz2^vz0&)/\kr, D5(v21k2^vz0&2v0)/v rr,
d5@2k^vz0&2(v12v2)#/v rr, t̄ 5v rrt, u52k(z
2^vz0&t), v r52\k2/M is the single photon recoil fre
quency shift, j 51, . . . ,N, ^•••&51/N( j 51

N (•••) and we
assume, for simplicity,G'5G i5G5g/v rr. In the above
scaling,M is the atomic mass,g is the natural linewidth of
the transition,v0 is the transition frequency,n5nsLs/Lcav is
the ‘‘reduced’’ atomic density in the cavity,ns is the atomic
density of the sample,Ls is the sample length,Lcav is the
cavity length and where appropriate we have assum
k'(k11k2)/2. Note that for an atomic sample which in
tially has zero mean velocity (^vz0&50), D→(v2
2v0)/v rr andd→(v22v1)/v rr. HenceD andd describe
the pump-atom detuning and the pump-probe detuning,
spectively, scaled with respect to the ‘‘collective recoil ban
width,’’ v rr @6,7#. In deriving Eqs.~1!–~7!, the pump and
probe fields are assumed to be average fields over inte
Dz;l, the radiation wavelength, consistent with the slow
varying envelope approximation~SVEA! @4#. The mean,
^•••&, refers to theN atoms within that interval.

We have assumed that the mean field limit can be app
when describing the evolution of both the pump and
probe. Cavity losses are assumed to be equal for both p
and probe, i.e.,k15k25k, where k52c ln(R)/vrrLcav is
the scaled cavity loss rate. HereÃ1

eq andA2
eq are the constan

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram showing a cold atomic sam
enclosed in a bidirectional ring cavity. Note thatA1,2

eq

5A1,2
in /A12R and A1,2

out5A1,2A12R whereR is the reflectivity of
the output mirrors.
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probe and pump fields input to the cavity. It has been
sumed that the pump frequency coincides with that o
mode of the cavity, i.e.,v25v (m)52pmc/Lcav wherem is
an integer. Furthermore, momentum diffusion due to spon
neous emission is neglected in this model. This point is d
cussed in more detail in Sec. V.

III. ABSORPTIVE OPTICAL BISTABILITY

We now use this model to demonstrate the well-kno
phenomenon of absorptive optical bistability in the abse
of atomic center-of-mass motion and for a unidirectional ri
cavity. To do this, we setdu/d t̄5dp/d t̄5Ã15S̃150. It can
be shown that the resulting Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and ~7! have
bistable solutions when the conditionC.4 is satisfied,
whereC5r/2kG is the cooperation parameter@3#. Optical
bistability is demonstrated in the usual way in Fig. 2
plotting the scaled field amplitudeuA2u as a function of the
scaled input field amplitudeuA2

equ for C525. We will use this
example to study the stability of the solutions when atom
motion is included in the model.

IV. RECOIL-INDUCED INSTABILITY

The restrictions in Sec. III are now relaxed and we co
sider the general case of a bidirectional ring cavity includ
atomic center-of-mass motion. We investigate the stability
the solutions forA2 on the lower branch of the bistability
curve of Fig. 2 for small initial values ofA1 , simulating a
noise field, and a cold atomic sample. An equilibrium val
A2

eq and initial value ofA2 close to the steady-state solutio
for A2 is taken from the lower branch of Fig. 2. The syste
of Eqs.~1!–~7! is then integrated.

The behavior of the system is investigated for differe
values ofA2

eq andA20
corresponding to points lying close t

the lower branch of Fig. 2 whenA1
eq50 andA10

51023.
The solution of Eqs.~1!–~7! for point ~a! is shown in Fig.

3. Figure 3 shows the evolution ofuA2u2, uA1u2, and ubu for
conditions corresponding to point~a! on Fig. 2. It can be

e

FIG. 2. Pump field amplitudeuA2u in the cavity as a function of
the injected pump field amplitudeuA2

equ for r51500, k51, G
530, D50, andd50, giving a cooperation parameterC525.
7-2
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RECOIL-INDUCED EFFECTS IN ABSORPTIVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 023807
seen thatuA1u and ubu display exponential growth, but whe
uA1u'uA2u the value ofuA2u undergoes a sudden transition
a larger value before returning to its approximately const
value which is very close to that when atomic motion
neglected. The bunching parameterb5^e2 iu& is a measure
of the spatial distribution of the atoms on the wavelen
scale. The behavior ofubu shown in Fig. 3 indicates that th
initially uniformly distributed atoms become strong
bunched on a scale ofl/2. A physical mechanism for this
bunching is described in Sec. V.

Figure 4 shows the evolution ofuA1u2 and uA2u2 and the
bunching parameterubu for conditions corresponding to poin
~b! on Fig. 2. In this case, whenuA1u grows to become ap
proximately equal touA2u, uA2u undergoes a sudden trans
tion to a higher steady state value. This steady state foruA2u
is approximately equal to the upper branch of the bista
curve on Fig. 2. Therefore it has been shown that for a s

FIG. 3. Evolution of the probe intensityuA1u2, pump intensity
uA2u2, and bunching parameter amplitudeubu in the cavity as a

function of scaled time t̄ for A2
eq50.15, r51500, k51, G

530, D50, andd50.

FIG. 4. Evolution of the probe intensityuA1u2, pump intensity
uA2u2, and bunching parameter amplitudeubu in the cavity as a

function of scaled time t̄ for A2
eq50.2, r51500, k51, G

530, D50, andd50. Switching of the pump to the high trans

mission state occurs att̄'550.
02380
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ficiently large value ofuA2
equ, the lower branch of the bista

bility curve for ‘‘fixed’’ atoms in a unidirectional ring cavity
becomes unstable when an additional counter-propaga
wave is introduced and the atomic center-of-mass motio
included. Note that this counter-propagating wave can a
from noise in the system. That this instability is intimate
linked to atomic motion and not just due to induced effects
stationary atoms can be shown by settingdu/d t̄5dp d t̄
50 in Eqs.~1!–~7! while letting S1 and A1 evolve. When
this is carried out,uA1u does not deviate from its initially
small value anduA2u attains a steady-state value equal to th
when atomic motion is neglected and the evolution ofA1 is
suppressed~Fig. 2!.

V. ANALYSIS

In this section we show how two counter-propagati
fields resonant with an ensemble of two-level atoms can p
duce a force which acts to spatially bunch the atoms. If
assume for simplicity that the atomic momentum is su
ciently small thatp!G, and thatG@k, it is possible to adia-
batically eliminate the ‘‘internal’’ atomic variablesS1 , S2,
andD for the j th atom and solve forD j . If we assume weak
nonlinearity (4r2uA1,2u2!G2) then the result is

D j'
1

2 F12
4r2

G2
I ~u j !G ~8!

whereI (u)5uA1u21uA2u21A1A2* eiu1A1* A2e2 iu is the total
scaled intensity due to the interference of the probe
pump fields. For the case where the atoms are unifor
distributed in space, it can be seen from Eq.~8! that the
population difference contains a sinusoidal variation due
the modulated intensityI (u). We now show that this ‘‘popu-
lation difference grating’’ can give rise to a bunching for
by substituting forS1 , S2, andD in the force equation~5!
using ~8!, which produces

dpj

d t̄
5

2r

G
~ uA1u22uA2u2!F12

4r2

G2
I ~u j !G . ~9!

The first term in Eq.~9! is the usual radiation pressure forc
which is position (u) independent. The second term in E
~9! describes a reduction in the radiation pressure force
to nonlinear ‘‘bleaching’’ of the atoms’ response to the fie
Note that this bleaching is position dependent, giving rise
a force which is modulated with the radiation intensity th
the atoms experience. It is this modulated force which act
bunch the atoms in space to form a density grating.

If we now assume thatuA2u is constant andA1 , b, andp
are small quantities, it can be shown from a linear analysi
Eqs.~1!–~6! using the method of collective variables@8# that
bothA1 ,b}elt and therefore both will grow exponentially i
the cubic

l31S r

G
1k Dl21 i

V4

2G4 S l

2G
21D50 ~10!
7-3
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BONIFACIO, McNEIL, PIOVELLA, AND ROBB PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 023807
has any solutions with Re(l).0. It can be shown that

Re~l!'
V2

2G2

1

AS k1
r

G
D

~11!

where V52ruA2u is the scaled pump Rabi frequency,
Re(l).0 always. These results are consistent with num
cal solutions of the fully nonlinear model.

It was stated in Sec. II that momentum diffusion due
spontaneous emission and the heating of the atoms it ca
is neglected in our analysis. We now derive the condit
which must be satisfied in order to justify the neglect
momentum diffusion effects. Atoms undergoing spontane
emission emit photons in random directions. Consequen
the atoms feel randomly directed momentum ‘’kicks’’
magnitude\k. The long term effect of this is to cause
random walk in momentum space, heating the atom
sample. For simplicity, we consider the effect of spontane
emission as a one-dimensional random walk.N spontaneous
emission events correspond to N momentum ‘‘steps’’
magnitude\k, which gives rise to an atomic momentu
spread@9#, which in the scaled notation of this paper can
expressed as

^p2&'2Dpt̄ ~12!

whereDp5Gr22/2r2 is the scaled diffusion coefficient an
r22 is the probability of finding an atom in the upper ener
state.

The effect of aconstant Gaussian atomic momentum
spread, of widths5A^p2&, is to cause the amplitude of th
density grating, described byubu, to decay as@7#

ub~ t̄ !u}expS 2
s2 t̄ 2

2
D . ~13!

An estimate of the effect of a growing Gaussian moment
spread, can be obtained by substituting fors2 in ~13! using
~12!, resulting in ub( t̄ )u}exp(2Dpt̄3). A more rigorous
analysis gives the similar result@10# of ub( t̄ )u
}exp(24Dpt̄3/9). In order to neglect the effects of mome
tum diffusion, the decay of the grating due to the induc
atomic momentum spread must be negligible duringtg , the
scaled growth time of the density grating due to the insta
ity. The condition for the neglect of momentum diffusio
due to spontaneous emission is then 4Dptg

3/9!1 or
.

-
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9r2

V2

~G21V2!
tg

3!1, ~14!

where the relationr225V2/2(G21V2) has been used. From
Fig. 4, it can be seen thattg'70 anduA2u'0.0048, so for
the parameters used in Fig. 4, the LHS of~14! is approxi-
mately 0.095. The neglect of momentum diffusion due
spontaneus emission in this example is therefore consis
with the physical arguments described above.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that when describing absorptive opt
bistability in a ring cavity containing cold atoms, the atom
center-of-mass motion must be included in the description
a self-consistent way. When this motion is included, t
lower branch of the bistability curve neglecting atomic m
tion can become unstable and the transmission switche
the upper branch, i.e., the system is no longer truly bista
This behavior results from the simultaneous generation o
atomic density grating and a coherently backscattered ra
tion field. The formation of the density grating arises from
modulation of the radiation pressure forces exerted on
atoms. This causes the atoms to bunch near the nodes o
standing wave where there is little absorption. The cav
therefore appears ‘‘empty’’ to the pump and switches to
high transmission state, subsequently bleaching the atom

It should be noted that density grating formation has a
been predicted in a system of cold atoms which have a
dominantly dispersive interaction with the radiation fie
@6,7,10#. It could be expected therefore that optical bistabil
in a system of dispersive cold atoms would be significan
affected by the inclusion of atomic center-of-mass motion
the description of the interaction. Furthermore, in comm
with normal OB it would be expected that the experimen
observation of the effects of atomic recoil on OB could
observed more easily in a dispersive system, as the effec
momentum diffusion due to spontaneous emisson would
much smaller, and the atomic transition would not require
be saturated. A detailed analysis of absorptive and disper
OB including the effects of atomic recoil and a description
possible experiments, will be presented in a future exten
publication@11#.
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